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Biography
David McHattie is the Vice-President Institutional Relations for Tenaris in
Canada, responsible to improve the company’s strategic and economic
performance through the development of institutional, commercial, supplier
and community relationships. This includes trade remedy actions, public
policy development, connection with the senior leadership of our clients, new alliances with suppliers,
and leadership of business/community associations.
Dave holds leadership positions in several of Canada’s most important business associations including
Board positions with the Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters Association (including Chair of the
Alberta Board of Directors and the national policy committee) and the Petroleum Services Association
of Canada. Dave is the Chair of the Trade Committee of the Canadian Steel Producers Association
since 2011. In 2009 & 2010, Dave participated on the Steering Committee for two Canadian Chamber
of Commerce Energy Policy Papers. Dave has been asked to contribute his views on the importance of
Canadian manufacturing to Canada’s economy and the importance of local manufacturing for
energy development including at the 2013 & 2014 National Supply Chain Forums, the 2014 Annual
Convention of Economic Developers Association of Canada, the Sault Ste. Marie Chamber of
Commerce, and the North American Steel Trade Committee.

Speaking Topics
Dave is available to speak to a wide variety of topics including:
• How the Canadian economy can benefit from the development of Canadian energy.
•

The various opportunities for manufacturers as well as the benefits of a Canadian supply chain.

•

Profiling the Canadian energy market and the products manufactured to develop Canada’s
energy.

•

Current and upcoming challenges facing the industry.

Additional related speaking topics can be discussed when requesting this speaker.

Current Availability

Dave is available Canada-wide when given sufficient advanced notice.

Language Preferences
English only

To reserve this speaker, please complete our Speaker Request form and select Mr. McHattie from the list
of speakers.

